Turmeric researches on other health
perspectives

It is capable of inhibiting infection, antioxidant and inflation,
protecting liver from toxic and cancer factors, strengthening
heart and blood vessels, inhibiting potential clot from
blocking blood flow and treating Arthritis

Research of turmeric on cancer cells

Research of turmeric on cancer cells including with Oral
cancer, lung cancer, breast cancer, prostate cancer,
Pancreatic cancer Colorectal cancer and Multiple Myeloma
Skin Cancer.
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Ginger Extract and Turmeric Extract
and idea way to treat cancer Extracts
that kill cancer stem cells

The research on ginger extracts namingly “6-Shogaol
Inhibits Breast Cancer Cells and Stem Cell-Like
Spheroids by Modulation of Notch Signaling Pathway
and Induction of Autophagic Cell Death”, published in
2015, September, concluded that 6-Shogaol in Ginger
rhizome either in pulp or been through heating process,
it is still capable of remove breast cancer stem cells
meanwhile doesn’t damage other cells.
The mechanic of 6-Shogaol from ginger in eradicating
Breast cancer stem cells is stimulating aging process of
Apoptosis, and it is also noxious to breast cancer stem
cells. Another research published in medical magazine
named Journal of Biomedicine and Biotechnology also
stated the similar results.

Ginger extract, alternative way to treat and
cure breast cancer
The new research published in PLOS ONE, science
magazine which published by Public Library of Science
in 2006, released their latest research on ginger
extracts which are 6-shogaol. These ginger extracts are
considered to be effective in eradicating breast cancer
stem cells.
In the last 50 years, scientists found out that various
type of cancers share the same similarity which is most
of them contain cancer stem cells which is considered
one of the causes of cancer, to be more specific breast
cancer. Cancer stem cells normally would not respond
with Chemotherapy and have an ability to duplicate itself.
Therefore, if we want to eradicate cancer cells completely
and prevent cancer, we would undoubtedly need to
eradicate the cancer stem cells.

Not only eradicating breast cancer stem cells, 6-Shogaol
from ginger extraction also giving the same result in
eradicating other type of cancer stem cells ,as such
prostate cancer, ovarian cancer, pancreatic cancer, lung
cancer, river cancer, colon and anus cancer.

Other research regarding health perspective
from ginger extraction

There are other researches on ginger that emphasize
the benefits of ginger in medicine, for example improve
the digestion and reduce nausea and vomiting from
chemotherapy, pregnancy, car, sea and air sick.Ginger
can also balances level of sugar in blood which benefit
those with heart, vessel diseases patients. Additionally, it
could potentially relieve pain, inflation and control weight.

Turmeric extracts, the ideal substance
provide the alternative to treat and
cure cancer.

The part that is beneficial in turmeric is its underground
rhizome which contains active substance named Curcumin
that is the substance in Polyphenols. Turmeric is capable
of eradicating cancer cells with no harmful effects on other
cells and also protect other cells from being harmed by
chemotherapy which used widely in conventional medicine.
Turmeric prevent cancer and treat cancer via seven processes
which are stopping cancer cell transformation process,
stimulating cancer cell aging process, inhibiting cancer
cells growth factors, treating inflation, inhibiting cancer
stem cells, stimulating antibody and inhibiting cancer
cells capillaries.

